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"Iced tea is the new energy drink"
New consumption and use patterns for iced tea

11.10.2021 - Iced tea is a growth product group

and has undergone a complete transformation com-

pared to last year: within just one year, there has

been a transformation process from a previously

relatively product-homogeneous product group to a

quasi two-pole product group. A number of atten-

tion-grabbing new launches have given the product

group a modernised image. Iced tea is currently pre-

senting itself as a hip lifestyle category in which the

range of products on offer has become significantly

more diverse.
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With the Consumer Insights "Ice Tea 2021", mafow-

erk has examined the purchasing and consumption

habits of German consumers in detail. A total of

1,000 consumers who buy or use iced tea were sur-

veyed in a target group online study.

The results show that the signs for iced tea are clear-

ly pointing to growth: almost 40% of all respondents

said they were drinking more iced tea than in the

previous year. The growth in iced tea is primarily due

to newcomers such as BraTee, 4Bro and DirTea,

which is also clearly visible in the new age struc-

tures: the growth is primarily driven by younger peo-

ple up to 29 years of age, i.e. the classic "energy

drinks age group", who have discovered iced tea

as a new "feel-good drink" and have massively in-

creased their consumption of iced tea - both among

men and women. To put it somewhat exaggerated-

ly, one could say: "Iced tea is the new energy drink".

The new brands have also successfully used new

ways of pre-selling: social media and influencers or

You Tube have ensured that interest and awareness

were available in time before and on time for the dis-

tribution build-up. The awareness rate through influ-

encers on You Tube increases from 3.4% to 10.8%

in one year for Eistee.

Even though iced tea is just evolving from a pure-

ly refreshing drink to a "feel good" drink: Refresh-

ment and quenching thirst remain the main reasons

for consumption, according to another clear result of

this study. But even when it comes to the varieties,

people tend to like it more classic: lemon and peach
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continue to be at the top of the popularity scale. New

flavours such as melon or fruit mix/berries are most-

ly driven by the success of individual products.

About the study:

As part of the mafowerk study "Consumer Insights

Iced Tea 2021", 1,000 consumers were surveyed

in September 2021 about their purchasing and con-

sumption habits for iced tea. The basis was a pop-

ulation-representative target group online survey of

consumers who buy or consume iced tea. Among

other things, the following topics were covered:

• Who is the potential target group, who buys?

• What are the purchase motivators and pur-

chase barriers?

• When and where are these products used?

• How do the products get into the relevant set

of the potential buyer?

• What terms are associated with iced tea?

• What is important about iced tea?

• Where are purchases made (brick-and-mortar

shopping locations, online sales channels)?

• Where and how is it expected to be placed at

the POS?

• What are the buying and selection criteria at

the shelf for iced tea?

• Which brands are known? Supported and un-

supported

• Which brands are purchased?

• What information channels are used?

• What do consumers expect? Which wishes

have not yet been taken into account?
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